What’s in a Name? Everything.
In the Jewish texts of the Merkava school’s occult practices, they teach that a
Rabbi may get in contact with their angels (enemy extraterrestrials) by chanting
their Hebrew names while focusing on them, their sigils, and such. They can
even get into contact with highly advanced Rabbinical sages who have passed
out of their bodies but their souls are strong enough to exist on the astral and
cross the barrier into the material world to some degree. To get into contact with
such, they are told to chant their name or passages of their writings with intense
focus on them. This creates a mental connection on the astral. It’s making a
phone call psychically. This is why someone will be thinking of a person, and all
of a sudden they get a phone call from that person right around that time.
Because the individual was thinking hard about getting into contact with them,
they picked up on this telepathically.
The reason why Jews fear the name Satan and Jews are forbidden to speak it is
because they know there is a real being connected to that name, who they don't
want to connect to. This is also why they make up substitute names like "Samal"
and such to avoid the name Satan.
The reason for this is simple. Satan is the actual name of this being. Satan is
Sanskrit for the name of the highest God, and in full the mantra name is
Satanama which pays homage to the Name, Nama, of Satan which is the energy
of Satan and awakens the serpent of Satan, which is His spirit within us. In
Sanskrit, the word Satanama embodies the vibrational reality of the Gentile soul
and the elements of the Gentile soul, the five elements, which form the five
bodies and the seven chakras. These are the nadis, which form the entire plane
of consciousness and being. The Namasta of Hinduism, which means "I greet the
name of God within you", is actually Nama Sata, which is also Nama Satan if the
anusvara is added on the end. This refers to the name of the inner God within the
Gentile. Satanama is the vibrational expression of this divine presence. This is
why the Jews state Gentiles are all "Ha Satan" in their writings, meaning “The
Satan's”. This is confirmed in Sanskrit.
Chanting the name Satanama with focus will help one open their mind to Satan
and the Gods and get into contact with them. I have witnessed obvious Jews go
into the Yogi Bhajan Sikh group, which use this mantra Satanama as their main
one and ancient Kundalini teachings from Hinduism. They do everything possible
to attack Bhajan and push the teachings including the mantra Satanama out of
this group and try to ruin this sect in general. They try to turn the Sikhism sect of
Bhajan into a Noahide movement. They want this gone. This is what the Jews
have been doing everywhere for thousands of years, infiltrating and destroying all

Gentile cultures and removing all the spiritual teachings of the Gods to bring
Gentiles under their control. Sikhism was created by a Hindu Guru hundreds of
years ago, before so much knowledge from the east was removed. That is why
Satnam, which is a shortened form of Satanama, remains the highest name of
God within this religion, because this knowledge had not been removed yet. The
Sikh texts also mentioned honoring Brahma, Lakshmi, and other Hindu deities.
A lot of people support Xianity because they don't have anything better and they
were raised in it. It’s a cultural thing for them. They don't actually believe in it.
Most will just take something they like that their pastor told them about love and
being nice to people and leave it at that, and that is because they are naturally
just nice and caring people anyway, so it already suits them. If something better
came along they would go with that.
However, the ones who get sucked in deep just become obsessive weirdos who
end up on YouTube with pit stains blathering about how jebooz lives in their
lampshade, and they spend two hours every morning talking to him while they
twitch out. Leaving people to wonder, are they on coke? Nope, just high on
Hebrew mind control.
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